
FVHA Board Minutes 6/8/2022 
1. Maureen, Ashley, karen, Stephanie, Kelley, Nick in attendance


2. Minutes - Karen motion to approve with Stephanie seconding -  all 
approved


3. Budget - Ashley, Will and Karen met to work through the budget.  It was 
broken out by prospective number of teams and players.  Likely need to 
look at registration early so that we can get numbers in order to revise as 
needed. Budget estimated on $1250 per player at squirt, peewee and 
bantam level.


Donation income based on past numbers.  Tournament numbers based on 
Halloween tournament ($1600 per team) with 6 teams at each level (including 
our teams).  Will only be peewee and squirt. 


Skatesgiving set at $3500 based on best estimates as we have never done this 
before.  Discussion about whether there is  a potential for doing a fundraiser 
power skate clinic. 


Grant dollars based on offsetting learn to skate/school sessions.  


Expenses: Based off prior years budget.  Likely need more in equipment 
expenses to replace what we have and need to start looking at that.  Coaching 
based on Will’s goal.  Will likely have increase ice fees due to utility expenses, 
increase games by $15, practice ice $25.  Ref fees base on new fees structure.  
Fees for ice and refs for the tournament need to be added.  


In order to make up deficit need to increase fees - discussion landed on mites to 
$400/per year, increase to $1350 for peewees and squirts, bantams $1250.  
Learn to skate $75 but will try to offset this with grant money, Need to make up 
for other money in fundraising.  


Are we looking at doing money down for volunteering - if so need to have follow 
through on that.  Most agree that needs to get done to see if we can even out 
volunteering.  


Will looking for potential discretionary fund for small spending for coaches or 
kids potentially.  At this point looking at not doing this for now given negative 
budget but may consider at a later date. 




Move to approve fee increases Maureen, Kelley second - all in favor


Move to approve the initial budget Maureen, Kelley second - all in favor


4. Ended the year -$8500 down.   $37,152 in the bank. Aim to open 
registration June 15th with payments over 5 months Register by July 15th 
and get a free team jacket with number.  Need to add media release due to 
ongoing Facebook streaming. Kelley will look at all the paperwork needed. 


5. Will not present but gave report to Ashley - he would like to ensure we have 
family and athlete meetings at the start of the year to discuss association 
expectations/rules.  Aiming for before they hit the ice in October.  Is Abbie 
going to be the safe sports coordinator? - Ashley will talk with her.  He still 
has not talked with Chris from summit but will do that tomorrow.  


6. Coaching interest; Bito - peewee interest; Zach - assistant squirt; Luke - 
squirts; John Cavera- bantams; Kelton is a possibility; John glancey is 
willing to do something; Need to get Will the letters for him to look at and 
make some determinations. Nick undecided at this point depending on 
what Enzo does.  Justin Mcguan likely interested - Will will need to speak 
with him. 


7. Need to work on communication/connection as primary area for growth.   
Ashley would like all the board members to write a blurb about themselves 
and a picture to put in the newsletter. Would be great to have to put 
newsletter out on the 15th. 


8. Tournament dates - friday 10/28 - sunday 10/30th. 


9. Need to finalize our agreement with the rec district.  Likely ice fees to go 
up.  Will get us the final document to look over.  Austin is ok  with us to sell 
banners on the fence and some other areas in the rink but the rest are for 
the rec district only. There is option to wrap the zamboni for $1500/year if 
we want to see it.  3x8 $750/yr $1300/2 year 3x4 $450 or $850.  Cost of 
banner about $100 score board $1000/yr minimum 3.  


10. Sponsorship letter with levels of support started by Ashley.  Will need to get 
some ideas on numbers for the levels but the overall progression looks 
good.  Will be used for skates giving as well.  Will circle back in a few 
weeks.  Kelley to update the managers duty list and will get this on the 
website. 


Karen motion - adjourned.  





